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WHO IS ENERGY FOR THE COMMON GOOD? 
 

Energy for the Common Good (ECG) is a not-for-profit organization 

that advocates for the widespread acceptance and adoption of fusion 

energy as an integral part of a clean energy economy, in time to make 

a difference in battling climate change.  

WHAT IS OUR FUSION MISSION? 
 

ECG is building a voice for fusion energy within the existing climate 

and clean energy community of NGOs, policymakers, activists and 

investors.  

Our mission is to prepare leaders in energy, environmental regulation, 

and policy to be ready to implement safe, non-carbon innovations as 

soon as they are available.  

Through coalitions, forums, and small groups, we encourage 

evaluation of fusion’s potential to replace our electric grid’s fossil 

baseload; to find confidence in its waste footprint; and to see the many 

industrial applications available from the various device types and 

output ranges under development.  

Through education, communication, and strategic partnerships, ECG 

seeks to ensure demand and market support for fusion energy as soon 

as the industry can deliver it. 
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WHY DO WE NEED FUSION 

ENERGY? 
 

Electricity accounts for only 14 to19% of total 

global energy.   

Renewable energy is electric, and it cannot 

significantly grow without a fix for intermittency.  

Fusion can step in when the sun does not shine, 

and the wind does not blow. 

 

• Global electricity delivered as % of primary energy = 14% in 2020 

 

• Global electricity delivered as % of final energy used = 19% in 

2020 

 

• The EIA’s expects electricity to grow to 24% of total global final 

energy used by 2050.  
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WHY THIS BROCHURE?  
BECAUSE THE BASIC STRUCTU RE OF ENERGY MARKETS ARE POORLY UNDERSTOOD  

 

If you tried to look for basic information about the energy market, such as 

what percentage of our energy is electricity, chances are you faced several 

failed attempts before discovering that currently only 14-19% of energy is 

in the form of electricity. 

The energy sector is complex.  Numbers and percentages of energy output 

are published using a variety of accounting methods.  Without a guide, it 

can feel overwhelming.  This brochure is meant to give you some basic 

definitions to empower you and your work toward a cleaner future for us 

all.   

We also hope that the reader will come away with a better understanding 

of how fusion energy can open the way for more clean, renewable energy. 
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WHAT YOU WILL LEARN… 
 

 

This brochure is meant to empower the reader to make her or his own 

analysis with the available data on the energy and electricity sector. 

To that end, this quick guide covers the following basic terms and unit 

conversions: 

 

• Power vs. energy  

• Gigawatt capacity vs. Kilowatt-hours 

• Primary Energy & Final Energy 

• Kwh & BTU conversions 
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ENERGY MARKET BASICS:  MAKING 

SENSE OF UNITS IN SUPPLY AND 

DEMAND 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

Getting a basic overview is not straight forward because demand and 

supply are multi-faceted in the energy market.  Energy accounting uses 

labels that often require unit conversions, and to boot there is the 

concept of primary energy and final energy. 

Primary or Final Energy? 

When reports in the industry reference energy consumption, they will 

base their calculations on either primary energy, or final energy.   

The US Energy Information Administration (EIA) for instance bases 

their graphs and reports on primary energy consumption.  Bloomberg’s 

New Energy reports on the other hand, are based on final energy used.  

While used and consumed are synonymous, consumed tends to be the 

verb associated with primary energy, and used the verb associated with 

final energy. 

BTU or KJ or EJ or Kwh? 

To make matters worse, some will use British Thermal Units (BTU), 

others will use joules (KJ or EJ). 

Then there is the electricity/power sector nomenclature.  When 

referring to electricity production/generation or consumption, the unit 

generally used is kilowatt-hours (kwh).  This makes it impossible to 
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compare the electricity sector data with the primary or final energy data 

– that is, unless you take the time to convert the units yourself.   

Power vs Energy  

Piling on, the electricity/power sector has its own set of measures.  

References to installed capacity are made in gigawatts (GW), which is 

a unit of power not energy.  In this report we deal only with energy units, 

which are a function of power * time, so they will be shown in kwh or 

billion kwh, or trillion kwh.  

 
WHAT’S A WATT? 
 

A watt is a unit/measure of power, or force.    

 

When you couple watts with time, it 

becomes a unit of energy.   

It is important to keep the concept of 

power and energy separate.   

For example, looking at the power 

and total output statistics on an 

indoor cycling machine, or on an app 

linked to your bicycle, you likely will 

see both watts and kilojoules.   

How hard you are peddling is 

registered in watts, and the accumulated output you exert is 

measured in kilojoules. 

 

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/units-and-calculators/energy-conversion-calculators.php
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KILOWATT-HOUR, OR KWH  
 

A kilowatt hour is a measure of energy 

 

A kilowatt is 1000 watts of power.  When a kilowatt is sustained for a 

full hour of time, it is called a kilowatt-hour. 

The average home in the US consumes 10,000 kilowatt-hours annually. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=97&t=3
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WHAT DOES INSTALLED CAPACITY MEAN? 
 

Capacity refers to the maximum power an electricity generator can 

produce under ideal conditions. 

At the end of 2020, the US had 1,117 gigawatts of installed capacity. 

You may think if you just multiply the installed capacity times 24 hours 

per day, times 365 days per year I have the total amount of electricity 

generated, right?   

Wrong. 

This does not mean that the US supplied – or even could supply – 1,117 * 

365 days * 24 hours, or 9,784,920 gigawatt-hours of electricity.  

Instead, US electricity generators produced 4,009,000 gigawatt-hours of 

electricity. 

That is because capacity refers to maximum power output under ideal 

conditions, and the plants are not always operating under ideal 

conditions… and rarely at maximum capacity.   

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=101&t=3
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/electricity-in-the-us-generation-capacity-and-sales.php
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/electricity-in-the-us-generation-capacity-and-sales.php
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/electricity-in-the-us-generation-capacity-and-sales.php
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WHAT DOES PRIMARY ENERGY MEAN? 
 

“Primary energy” is the term the EIA uses in reference to the energy density 

of the feedstock used in generating the energy.  

“Source” or “source energy” are names also used and are synonymous with 

primary energy.   

You may come across different terms.  We use primary energy in this report, 

in keeping with the naming conventions of the EIA dataset.   

Generally speaking, primary energy refers 

to fossil fuels.  That is because green or 

renewable energy is not combustion 

based and has minimal efficiency losses. 

But that’s getting ahead of things.  The 

examples below will provide some clarity. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_density
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EXAMPLE A: GASOLINE POWERED CAR 
 

When you fill up your tank with gasoline, the engine combusts the fuel 

turning it into energy, and moving the car.  In transportation, the 

primary energy consumed is straightforward to calculate: it is equal to 

the energy density of fuel types combusted times the quantity used.   

Energy density gasoline1* number of gallons combusted = total primary energy 

consumed (kj or BTU) 

 

 

 
1 5.25 million BTU / barrel of motor gasoline  

https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/index.php#appendices
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EXAMPLE B: AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
  

However, if you were to power up your car with electricity instead of 

gasoline, the primary energy consumed is more complicated to calculate 

because you must consider the energy density of the feedstock that the power 

company used in generating the electricity you consumed.   

Was it powered by coal, or methane, or something else?  

Each has its own energy density and will produce different results. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.carbonbrief.org/mapped-worlds-coal-power-plants
https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/sec12.pdf
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IS IT A COMBINED CYCLE POWER PLANT? 
 

Once you settle the question of the type of feedstock used by the power plant 

that generated electricity for your car, then you must ask whether or not it 

was a combined cycle power plant.   

A combined cycle just means that the power plant “combines” or uses two 

plants so that they can recycle the heat generated by one plant for the other 

adjacent plant, thereby increasing the efficiency of electricity production. 

A single cycle methane gas power plant typically has an efficiency rate of 

about 30%, and if it is a combined cycle plant, the efficiency is closer to 60%.  

In plain language, when generating electricity in a single cycle, you lose 70% 

of the energy you put in.  If you double up, you lose only 40%.   

 

https://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/Combined_cycle_gas_plant
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TRANSMISSION LOSSES ARE TYPICALLY 5%,  BUT CAN BE 

MORE 
 

 

After calculating the energy density of the feedstock a power plant uses, as 

well as the energy lost in the production of electricity, you must also 

account for the energy lost in getting the electricity to a particular location. 

The EIA estimates that we lose 5% of our energy during transmission.  That 

said, larger distances mean larger losses, which is why the EIA’s projection 

model limits the distance electricity can be transported from one area to 

another.  In other words, given the technology we have today, it is not 

possible to have the Nevada desert supply the country with solar power. 

Assuming you live relatively near the power plant, then you have all the data 

needed to calculate that electric “fill-up.” 

 

• energy density of the feedstock used by the power plant 

• energy generation losses  

• energy transmission losses 

• kwh to kj conversion factor 

 

https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=105&t=3
https://www.eia.gov/analysis/handbook/pdf/weps2020_electricity.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/analysis/handbook/pdf/weps2020_electricity.pdf
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EXAMPLE C:  
AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE THAT POWERS UP WITH SOLAR 

PANELS 
 

What if, though, you have solar panels on your home rooftop that 

fully supplies your electricity needs during the day, and you charge 

your car at home, during daylight hours.   

Because the electricity generated by renewables does not use 

combustion, it has no generation losses,2 thus the heat content of 

the electricity consumed can be used to calculate the “primary 

energy consumed.”3 

 

 
2 Negligible, if any 
3 Technically you can also calculate the amount of power captured from the sun, but these calculations 

are for economic purposes, not scientific pontifications.  Since sunlight is free, we do not account for it 
here. 
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THERE ARE A COUPLE OF METHODS TO TRANSLATE RENEWABLE 

ELECTRICITY INTO PRIMARY ENERGY TERMS  
 

While it is perfectly acceptable to calculate the heat content of electricity 

generated with solar panel as the primary energy consumed, it is not 

always what the EIA uses.  This is because of intermittency issues.4 

Those who need to ensure secure energy supply may prefer to calculate 

the heat content of renewable electricity by converting it into the fossil 

fuel equivalent.  Doing so might address a question such as:   

“If fires cause smoke to block the sun for several weeks, how much methane gas 

would we need in order to replace the electricity losses from this solar plant?”   

You can read more about renewable energy conversion at the EIA 

website.  

 

 
4 Intermittency refers to inability to use electricity when the sun is not shining, or wind is not blowing 

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=41013
https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/sec12.pdf
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WHAT IS FINAL ENERGY USED?  
 

“F INAL ENERGY USED”  IS  AN EASIER CONCEPT .   IT REFERS TO WHAT IS 

USED BY THE END-USE SECTORS 

 

Final energy is the heat value of energy used at the end of the line.  

You may see it referred to as “total final energy used” or when it is 

broken out it is called “end-use sector” or “demand by industry type.”   

The graph below was taken from the EIA website.   

The left-hand stack refers to “primary energy,” which here is labeled 

“source.” The right-hand stack is a depiction of “final energy used,” 

which here is labeled “end-use sector.”   

The bit in the middle is the power sector that consumes the primary, 

and transforms it into electricity for industry, buildings and homes 

(losing a lot in the process).   

As you can see, the power sector is a large consumer of primary energy 

but the transportation sector also taps primary energy with gasoline 

and other fuels.  For further clarification, refer to the examples given 

previously. 

 

 

 
 

https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/flow/css_2019_energy.pdf
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EIA DEPICTION:  US ENERGY BY SOURCE AND SECTOR,  2020 

 

 
 

Source:  EIA -- U.S. energy consumption by source and sector, 2020 

 

 

 

https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/flow/total_energy_2020.pdf
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FINAL ENERGY USED < PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND 
 
As a result of the losses in the power sector, the final energy used 

will always be less than the total primary energy.5   

 

ELECTRICITY ACCOUNTS FOR ONLY 14  TO 19%  OF TOTAL ENERGY 

 

As you may have guessed, calculations vary depending on what you 

decide to call “total energy.”  For example: 

 

• Electricity delivered in 2020 was 14% of primary 

energy.  

 

• Whereas in the same year, electricity delivered 

represented 19% of final energy used. 

 

The EIA’s base case6 expects global electricity delivered to represent 

24% of total final energy used in 2050 --  only a 5% increase from 

2020.   

 

 

 
5 That is, unless you are backing out fossil-equivalent of renewable electricity, as discussed in the 

previous section. 

 
6 The projections have a high, base case, and low. 
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A PROJECTION IS NOT THE SAME AS A FORECAST 
 

The fact that the EIA is not projecting much of a decline in carbon 

emissions is not a disparagement against the EIA.   

Their projections are not optimized to deliver recommendations 

regarding carbon emissions – nor were they intended to do so.   

The International Energy Outlook’s (IEO) objective is determined 

by the Department of Energy Organization Act of 1977, “which 

requires that the EIA analyze international aspects, economic and 

otherwise of the evolving energy situation.”  

As such, it is not a forecast, so far as a “forecast” is an expected 

outcome. The “projection” is a model that takes inputs from 

currently planned investments and divestments in electricity 

generation capacity, as well as other legislation and currently 

available data.   Planned investments and legislation are highly 

susceptible to change.  Thus, the projection tells us what 2050 

would look like if no changes were made to the investments and 

regulations in place today. 

You can view a summary of the EIA projections here. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://americanfusion.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/StarTech/Efe2uC6AMDpKq82KGwQe1iAB-uUDolsMXt3Ws9-sBuUg6A?e=i3XgzB
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WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST? 
 

Now that you understand some of the basic energy accounting terms such as 

primary energy, final energy used, kwh and BTU, you can create your own 

scenario for electrification, renewable energy generation and fossil fuel 

emissions using our interactive tool.   

This spreadsheet contains all the same information in the EIA projections 

summary, except that you will be able to input your own views about different 

electrification and renewable energy.  The carbon emissions output will be 

updated according to your estimates. 

 

 

SKETCH OUT YOUR SCENARIO   
 

1. Download a copy of the spreadsheet (it will be read-only until saved).  

 

2. In the yellow cell, input what percentage electricity will represent of total 

global energy delivered. 

 

3. In the second yellow cell, input what percentage of electricity will come 

from renewable sources.7  

 

You will notice that the 2050 projection for million metric tons of CO2 will 

change.  The white cell outlined in bold is the percent change from 2020. 

 
7 EIA’s World Energy Projection System caps variable renewable energy (e.g. wind, solar) at 65% due to 
intermittency concerns. 

https://americanfusion.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/StarTech/Efe2uC6AMDpKq82KGwQe1iAB-uUDolsMXt3Ws9-sBuUg6A?e=i3XgzB
https://americanfusion.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/StarTech/Efe2uC6AMDpKq82KGwQe1iAB-uUDolsMXt3Ws9-sBuUg6A?e=i3XgzB
https://www.eia.gov/analysis/handbook/pdf/weps2020_electricity.pdf
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CONCLUSION 

 

Renewable energy comes in the form of electricity, and it is intermittent, 

meaning it requires sun or wind. Understanding what percentage of our energy 

use comes from electricity, and how the intermittency problem can be resolved 

is useful for activists, investors and others working toward a greener future. 

Currently, electricity represents only 19% of final energy used.  In order to 

increase use of renewable energy, we need more of our global economy to be 

powered by electricity.   

In order for the renewable electricity market to grow, we will also need a 

solution for the renewable energy intermittency problem.  Energy for the 

Common Good believes that fusion is the best available solution. 
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